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Abstract

Purpose of this research paper is to highlight those critical failure and success factors in SMEs of Bahawalpur. Models were developed from different studies. Finally results are generalized to SMEs of Bahawalpur. Findings suggest that customer service, know-how of the business and the past experience of the manager are the main key factors of success. Whereas different failure factors are explored out in which most crucial ones considered are lack of access to financial capital, inappropriate government structure and poor infrastructure as well as corruption. This paper has the vast implications for the SMEs in Pakistan and SMEs in Bahawalpur as it give insight into the reasoning factors of failure and success. Thus helps to identify failure and give guidance to success. Research is limited to small scale due to time constraint and resistive behavior of organizations.
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1. Introduction

Entrepreneurship is becoming of vital importance in the economies like Pakistan. Entrepreneurship is strongly related to small medium enterprise (SME), which is considered to be the main developing force of the developing economies market.

Previously many economists believed that it is the large firm which contributes in the developing of economies and attracts foreign exchange in the country. But there point of view changed when countries like Taiwan, Japan, and Korea established there economies of the bases of SMEs. These economies build up from grass root level to the heights of success.

According to Schapper (2006), in developing nations more than 90% of the firms fall under the category of SME and he also above than 90% of these firms are microenterprises. Pakistan is also one of the countries focusing on the development of SMEs. Almost 13 years ago Govt. of Pakistan established institution named SMEDA; small and medium enterprise authority, responsible for the guidance and the promotion of SMEs.

SMEs are very heterogeneous business operating in many different sectors such as trade, agri-business, manufacturing (Hussain et al., 2009). Pakistan is a very potential market for SMEs. Before very less or no importance is given on the business research which could attract many foreign investments. There are certain issues regarding the success and failures of SMEs which need to explore out and address.

This paper tries to understand and explore out the factors that contribute to the success and failure of any SMEs situated in Bahawalpur, the 12th largest city of Pakistan situated in the Southern Punjab. Model from the different studies is formed and tested with the help of different studies and results are generalized. Due to a time constraint and different organization’s resistive behavior, study is done on small scale.

2. Literature Review

SMEs are the backbone of many developing countries. SMEs contribute to the development economy in several ways; generating employment and providing services. According to the Economic Survey of Pakistan (2008-09) (Government of Pakistan - Ministry of Finance, 2009) SMEs are growing faster, contributed almost 99.06% in 2008-200, responsible for the 30% of GDP. In Pakistan company is considered SME when it has employees up to 250, paid up capital of Rs. 25 million and annual sales of Rs. 250 million (SME Policy, 2007). Despite of its entire growth still SMEs are not giving their maximum and the rate of failure is very high (Hussain et al., 2010). Most of the SMEs in Pakistan are in low growth trap and in fact 19% of the SMEs are less than 5 years old and only 4% survive beyond 25 years (Khawaja, 2006).

It becomes important to identify those factors that critically contribute to the success and failure of any SME.

In the context of Pakistan very few studies have been done. Before discussing about success, it must be defined first. There is no single-accepted definition of business success (Stefanovic et al., 2010). According to Jenning and Beaver (1997) it is very difficult to identify Success or Failure of a SME. Stefanovic et al. (2010) and Lussier and Pfeifer (2001) in simplest way
define success as the company’s ability to survive. Benzing et al., (2005), Chu et al., (2007), Coy et al., (2007), Duschesneau and Gartner (1990), Pratt (2001) stated that Owner’s previous experience, interpersonal skills, access to capital, hard work are important drivers serve as the success of any organization. Experience and knowledge of the local market also plays a great role in the success (Hussain and Windsperger, 2010). A very excellent study in the context of success factors is done by Benzing and colleagues (2009) they categorized the factors contributing to the success of small businesses into three groups i.e. psychological and personal skills, management skills and training, and external environment. Stefanovic et al., (2010) Frese et al., (2002) describe urge of independence, innovativeness, attitude towards risk and a competitive nature as a psychological attributes relating to success. Managerial skills comprise of ability to manage work force and managing accounts, environmental conditions consists of sufficient governmental support, access to the capital and support of family and friends (Benzing et al., 2009).

Failure factors are often neglected. They really need to be explored out and addressed. Bezing et al., (2009) states that unstable political and economic environment, complex taxation, corruption, and poor law and order situation are common problems faced by the developing countries. Report by Asian Development Bank (ADB) (2005) argues that there are certain factors that are constraint to the growth of SMEs such as credit rationing, high cost of credit and lease financing, high compliance cost, poor infrastructure, poor skill and training, market transaction cost, judicial constraints. According to Hussain et al.,( 2010) lack of financial assistance and unable to access capital are most critical environmental failure factors. In Pakistan SMEs show great dissatisfaction form the support of government and its institutions and also believe that increasing corruption in the country have put hurdles in doing business (Yaqub et al., 2010)

Above studies provide the ground for this research. Pakistan is facing lots of challenges. It is of very crucial to go far beyond the traditional doing of business.

3. Research Objectives

- To explore out critical factors influencing success of SMEs
- To explore out critical factors causing failure of SMEs
- To identify the most affecting factor regarding success and failure of SMEs

4. Methodology

This study aims to explore out factors that contribute to the success and failure of SMEs. Models are developed based on the study of Bezing et al. (2009), and ADB (2005). Due to the limitations like time constraint and resistive behavior of organizations study is done on small scale. Findings are generalized on SMEs of Bahawalpur. There are 600 SMEs listed in Bahawalpur Chamber of Commerce in which we evaluate SMEs in Bahawalpur City.
4.1. MODELS

5. Findings and Discussion

According to the model adapted from ADB (2005) there are certain factors that are constraints in the growth of SMEs in Pakistan. Credit rationing is a constraint on both supply and demand side, supply side arises because of the unawareness of the creditor’s right and less popularity of SMEs. Whereas demand side arises due to the lengthy time consuming loan disbursements and lack of easy access to the capital. High cost of credit and lease finance is due to the high risk fee returns and small size of the lease companies. High compliance cost due to the direct contact between officials and firms entailing nontransparent rules and arising issue of corruption. Poor infrastructure is a very important factor in the failure of SMEs. It is Poor quality of service, lack of reliability and corruption in obtaining supplies. Poor training, skills, and lack of technical and business education raise the cost of firm growth. Proper education gives insight into many issues. Educational design in Pakistan is ill managed, poorly designed, distributed in public and private sector dilemma. Market transaction costs are high because of improper network between high quality intermediate goods and raw material suppliers, raising the issue of trust. Finally the Judicial constraint is of high and lengthy judicial procedures a great hurdle to enforce transparent procedures. Poor structure of judiciary gives strength to corruption and other illegal activities and constraining growth. We
generalize these findings on the SMEs of Bahawalpur as it is the part of this system. Also in a study, done by Hussain et al., (2010) reveals that in Azad Jammu and Kashmir lack of financial assistance and unable to access capital are most critical environmental failure factors. In order to grow failure factors must be addressed in SMEs. (ADB, 2005; Yaqub et al., 2010)

Results of different studies on critical success factors of SMEs in Pakistan reveal that customer service is considered to be the most important factor (Yaqub et al., 2010; Bezing et al., 2005; Coy et al., 2007). Yaqub et al., (2010) also stated that entrepreneur's experience and specific know-how of the business sector are also important drivers of success.

6. Conclusion

SMEs are the backbone of any economy. This exploratory study aims to identify certain factors critical to the success and failure of the SMEs in Bahawalpur. Models are developed from the different studies and finally results are generalized on SMEs of Bahawalpur. Model testing revealed that customer service, know-how of the business and the past experience of the manager are the main key factors of success. Whereas different failure factors are explored out in which most crucial ones considered are lack of access to financial capital, inappropriate government structure and poor infrastructure as well as corruption.

Due to high failure of SMEs in Pakistan, this study tries to address the reasoning factors and as this study explores out different success factors, thus can be helpful for many SMEs in Pakistan as well as for SMEs in Bahawalpur, to identify the root cause and how to address them.

The future research may verify and extend this study by conducting on the large scale and using quantitative analysis.
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